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An initiative of Dayalima Family to build an inclusive Indonesia 
through sustainable social transformation. Klobility aims to 

build awareness and encourage all parties to empower 
marginalised groups and create an inclusive environment in 

their community, starting from the workplace.
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Increasing awareness and understanding disability issues are important to complete the 

social models, terminology, and types of disabilities will be useful when interacting with a 
person with disability.
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Diversity helps to drive innovation and eliminate blind spots by bringing varied 
perspectives to the table based on gender, experience, age, personality type, education, 
cultural background, and other variables. Unleashing these diverse sources of potential 

journey needed to become an inclusive environment.
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business needs.
Vocational

Training

A tailored system and assistance to help your organization to recruit and develop 
people with disability (PwD).
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Accessibility audit based on consultancy to review the facility physically and will 
be done with a person with disability.
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Daya Dimensi Indonesia is the authorized representative of Development  Dimensions International, a prominent 

collaborated  with over 300 organizations from various industries. We are proud to have gained  the trust to 
conduct selection, development and Talent Management programs for  more than 30,000 leaders in Indonesia.

Established in 2012, Dayalima Recruitment has evolved as a company that provides  full recruitment services 
for individual assignments and recruitment project. Our  portfolio includes successful projects and individual 
placements from entry, mid,  to senior level position in various industries.

through educational based programs.

Klob is a self-discovery platform that matchmake users to their right future. It is designed for young generation 
who would like to understand their strength and self potential, to look for a chance of work and development, 
as well as to achieve their goals and dreams. Klob provides a number of inventory for users through a series of 

An initiative of Dayalima Family to build an inclusive Indonesia through sustainable social transformation. 
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